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‘fhe yay ‘that will REALLY Live in infamy 

nder the apt motto "It is unlawful to kill a President and disorderly as heli," 
rk Commission on Law and Order in Los Angeles is sponsoring a march 9, 

Washington, November 22, 1970, “to open the arcaives and force Congress to investigate 
all the political killings.” ‘the idea is a sound one, even though it is unlikely to 
draw much of a response. ‘‘ae Echo Park Commission is a small outfit and unless it gets 
help from a major organization, the “march” may well fizzle into a promenade. ind it ia 
ef course an illusion to believe that Vongress could be forced to investigate the kil- 

lings. ee sash of political «"filiutions, Uoigress is a pawn in the hands of the Pen- 
tagon ard the 1A, the forces primarily responsible for the Dalis coup d’dtat, along 

witn LB, i Wixon and other egregicus scoundrels >of the Establishment, not to forget the 
nefarious 01] magnates. wetween them, all these forces of evil completely control von- 
gress and will contizue to do <0 in the foreseeable future. Nevertheless, a coordinated, 

well prepared march on washingion, rallying ali the principal groups interested in the 
truth about the assassinations, might do some g90d. Any November 22 in the years ahead 
will do for that purpose, It is the date that will really live in infamy, for decades 
and perhaps centuries to come - long after the last person to remember Fearl Harbor 
has passed awiuy- 

ritage tone" by Jim sarrison has just been eet A by courtesy of the ob i= 

Jeena C. P. Putnam S Sons, New fork. ‘the date of publication is November 16, 1970. ‘this 

important book will be review?! in the next issue of TRUTH LETIER. 

A Doctor Battles for the Trut’, (see tL, vol, Ili, xo, 4) 

TKUTH LETITSR is prow to begin in this issue the exclusive publication of an 

historic document, the “Kerysandum Brief for Plaintiff filed on uct. 13, 197uU, in the 

U.S. vistriet Court fer the wistrict of Kansag, by Attorneys Sas 4. crow, John B. wile 

Kinson and 2.u. Slough, on lehalf of Dr. svohn richols, who is suing the government for 
the right to examine the mverial evidence in the slaying of president vohu F. Kennedy. 

i 
Statemrt of the Case 

At the outset , the plaiatiff wishes to assure the vourt that he neither intends 
nor desires to attack or detract from the efforts of the Warren Commission. nasically, 
the plaintiff seeks to "fill i.” seme of the peaeeione of the Vommission and, if possible, 
confire or refute is an unegvivocal manner one of its principal SSP CUSI ONE Ene Ys 

the theory adduced ay Arlen pecter, Esar, chic ft Counsel to the warren Commission, 

that a single bullet passed ureugh the neck 0: tne late President Kennedy, enuerivad 
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the chest of Governor John P. Connally of Texas, fractured ais wrist, injured his thizh, 
only later to fall from the fovernor'’s clothing at Parkland nospital in Dallas, ‘exas. 

As indicated in the Complaint, this bullet was assigned Comuission gxnibit (CE) number 399 
for purposes of identification and fraguents of metal surgically removed from the Gover~ 

nor's wrist were assigned Vommission kznibit number 842. 

It is proposed to submit this bullet CE 399 and these fragments Ci 342 to harm 

less neutron activation analysis in the nuclear reactor at the University of Kansas facili- 

ty located in Lawrence, Kansas. This method of analysis is the most sensitive method in 
existence for detecting minute traces of certuin metals. ‘the specimen remains intact, 
unaltered, and undamaged. If the results indicate that the content and ratios of these 
trace metals are identical in Ci 399 and in CE 842 tnen it may be possible that the bdul=- 
let C399 could have performed as accepted by the warren Comsission. If the results show. 
the composition and ratios of trace metals to be different in Cr 399 and in CE 842 then 
the bullet CE 399 could not have inflicted the injuries on both the late Fresident and 
the Governor as proposed by Chier Counsel irlen Specter and accepted by the warren vom- 
mission. : 

- 4t is intended also to examine, by neutron activation, the margins of tue bullet 
holes in the coat (CE 393), shirt (C& 394), and necktie (CE 395) worn by tne late Presi- 

dent at the moment of assassination to determine if any wetal rubbed off from a wissile 

while traversing these garments and, if so, whether tie trace metals so deposited nave 

the same composition and ratios as that in buliet C& 399. If any trace metal composition 

and ratios found are different from those of UE 399 then the said bullet could not nave 
caused the neck wounds of the late President. It is likewise proposed to discern wietiier 

or not metal fruguents UB 843 recovered frow the brain of the laie rresident at autopsy 
have trace metal composition and ratios idenlical with taat of Ce 399 and Ce S42. 

(to be continued in tie next issue) 

Pr. Nichols advises that tne defendants, i.e. the U.2. wovernment, on Gct. 23 

filed » motion asking the Court for a 30-day "enlargement of time in which to file a 

neply Brief in the aforecaptioned action." In this motion, US attorney overt J. noth, 

and his assistant, Edward H. Funston, declare that the additionil time is necessary 

"because the defendants’ Reply Brief is being written and prepared for the defendants 

by the Vepartment of Justice in Washington, Volos.” 

vhus,Nixon and Mitchell are taking no chances on tueir underlings in Kansas 

messing up sO important a case. The Department of Injustice itself wili nandle every 

aspect of it. ‘they must be scared stiff at the thought that the Court just night show 

enough independence to permit Dr. Nichols to examine the materinl evidence in the manner 

described. ‘the consequences could be disastrous for tne Lying Machine and a major bre:k= 

through for tne ‘truth. 

the Nichols brief is a model of cogent reasoning, but it is necessarily couched 

in the somewhat stilted language of the law. it may not be redundant, therefore, to sum 

up, in plain knglish, what ig at stake. Basically, neutron activation is the "finger 

printing" of metals and other inanimate substances. no two bullets are exactly alike 
in their composition, just as two sets of fingerprints never match. The differences 
may be minute, but tue nuclear reactor will spot tnem. as an example of its uncanny 

detective ability, vr. Nichols, as reported in tne last issue of Jl, adduces the fact 

that British acceleritors in 1964 spotted traces of arsenic in pYserved strands of 

napoleon's hair, Thus, after almost 150 years, science was able to prove that the mpe- 

ror had been murdered! Of course the gang in power in washington since they murdered 

JFK (Nixon ard LBJ have always been cronies, not foes) knows this, too. that’s why the 

BI, which is supposed to use the most modern methods of detection, blatantly Tailed 

to test the bullet fraguents through neutron activation. They knew beforehand what tae 

result would be: the test would prove that the bullet that snattered vonnadlly’s body 

was a different one from the one that killed Kennedy; and again thet the Fresident was 
hit by different bullets, ‘she warren vomuission knew it,too, and therefore drowned the 

hard and fust evidence in a welter of irrelevant verbiage. Nixon also knows it, and 

he is scared to death of what science might prove, because then his own involvement in 

the plot might come out some day. Watch the criminals’ desperate antics in trying 

to defeat the court action initiated by Dr. iichols:



Readers’ Forur 

Frou Chris Longbottom, vundee, Scotland: 

“Dear kr. Joesten, - I thank you very much for sending: tne booke I enclose a draft 
for the 4 15.60. It-is a very interestin: book, I have not read the transcript of the Inquest yet but 1 have ordered it. when I have read this I will be petter able to con- ment on your theory, ror now, 1 would point out one suxll flaw: At the end of Uhapter I, po 12, para 8, you suyzzest that the injection into Mary vo hit an artery and thus caused profuse bleeding, if an artery had been hit by the syringe ihenjatneuatoas would have resulted. this would have exhibited itself as a swelling or bruise, and, 
as you know, Mary Jo exhibited no such bruising. ASsuming this was a "professional? 
Job so to speak, and one must assume so if an injection of a stupefying drug was used, 
then the operator would almost Certainiy know tne best site to use = this site is the 
anterior cubital fossa - the inside of the elbow = wita an intra=venous injection into 
the median cubital vein, A fair amount of bleedin, covld ensue and yet leave very 
little mark, since the vein is quite superficial, ‘the vein is sometimes a little diffi- 
cult to veno=puncture correctly, and may ‘contract? away thus making successful veno~ 
puncture even more difficult. ‘thus one has to try the otaer ara (I am a final year 
Dental Student, we are taught intra-venous metiod of induction of general anaesthesia 
and 1 have used it on seversl occisiotis. ) 

"S50 might 1 suggest the following sequence of events: one person holds mary vo 
whilst another, the operator, atienpts to veno=puncture the median cubital vein of the 
left arm. ‘the operator is unsuccessful but punctures the skin and minor biood vessels 
producing a small amount of bleeding. So tie operator turns to the rigint arm; the per 
son holding Mary Jo takes her left arm and pulis it behind her back in a refraining 
action , trying to hold mary Jo still. ‘this twisting of the arm would place the inside 
of the elbow against the sleeve cloth normally opposite the back of tne elbow, The 
operator successfully veno=punctures the rignt median cubital vein and injects the 
drug(s). This successful veno~puncture leads tc wore profuse bleeding than with the 
left arm. Gn completion of tne injection the sleeve is drawn down (as with the unsuccess= ful left arm injection) and then her right arm is twisted behind her back to refrain 
her further, = she wight well have struggled violently just after completion of the 
injection, the drug taking a few seconds to distribute itself throughout the body and 
thereafter begin to act. this, again, the sleeve clota normally opposite the back of 
the elbow is placed opposite the inside of the elbow, ‘the struggling Mary Jo could nave 
freed herself momentarily; if the right ama was: neld such that the right nand was neld 
behind her neck, the inside of the right elbow would be Op,osite tne right rear collar, 
Peraps when the injection was complete Mary Jo's right ara was free and she attempted 
to strike the person behind her, holding ner left arm behind ner, and in doing so she 
lifted up her right ara. the person holding her then grabbed her right arm and pulled 
it behind Mary Jo's neck. This theory sccounts for the distribution of blood stains 
on the blouse. (Emphasis mine, for I fully agree = J.J.) The mark left by an intra=- 
venous injection in the anterior cubitul fossa is minimal and tae small clot may well 
have been obscured due to the prolonged contac’: with cold salt water (Blood vessels 
contract away from the skin in cold condi tions} A stall clot could well have been 
washed away by the wuter, ‘here would be minim:1, if any, haematoma resulting from 
from the veno-puncture, thus explaining the blvod stains but no cuts or bruises...” 

HOW ABOUT SOME ACTION, mr. DINIS? 

Scream-of=the-ronth: "We never even wanted to be Vice President eeaott dear wod, 22 
it’ to, this," said Lady nird Jonson to .acqueline Kennedy aboard the plane | 
EAC ERS boty back to Yashingten, accord: ng to her own HAY white Lous Biers: 
just published, That from the wife of the Usurper. vear God, indeed, 

Political Zoology: If you want to see a real baboon in action, take a good lock at 
the picture in Lime (Nov. 9,1970 =suropean ed.) witn the legend: "Nixon gesturing 

with clenched fist at Republican rally in Anaheins," ' 

* ‘the surder of mary Jo Kopechne, now being serialized in TRUTH LETTER. 
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sh About Chappaquiddick (etd.) | 4 ti
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That Leaves the two front windows. But Kennedy is a big and rather bulky man 
and with t '@ Open space of the window on bis side reduced by one inch and, moreover, the 
steering wheel holding him in place - a doubly swkward position because the car is up= side — ~ be couldn't possibly have squeezed cut that way either - against the tremen- 
dous pressure of the water rushing in. 

| = to the front window on the passenger's side, Mary Jo would have been in 
Ss Way’, gine e she was supposedly sitting next to him when the accident occurred. Had 

nnedy real Ly been “trying to find a way that ve beth could get out of the car," as he 
ee ee the obvious thing te de would have been first te try and shove the girl out 
that window = and she, being petite and svelte end moreover an excellent swimmer (accor 
ding to the testimony of Esther Newburgh) would have had a far better chance of getting 
out that ed than he himself - and then try to follow her. Of the three essepecical means 
of escape this would have been by far the most practicable - if escape was possible 
at all. But - ie must algo be ruled out altogether, because Mary Jo didn't get out that way 
so that Kennedy, had he used that exit, would heve had to clamber over, or rather,under 
her and, lik S all drowning people, she would have clung to hin. 

thichever way you turn it, it couldr't be done. And it didn't happen, 
As has already been mentioned in Ch:pter I, Kennedy. first told his doctor 

that “at the last moment he grabbed the side of an open window and pulled himself cut" = 
conveniently leaving open the question as to which window that was ~ but later abandoned 
such precision, for good reason, substituting fur it instead that helpless and unaccep-~ 
table “explanation,":"I have no idea in the world how I got out of that car," 

this retreat from precision to vaguiess,from the only explanation with a 
ghost of plausibility ~ as long as you pisrae = the tons of water pressure ~ into the 
delusion of a miracle is the last straw. I do nut nesitate for one moment te say, on the 
basis of ‘the irrefutable evidence presented above, that Kennedy lied -and lied under oath ~ 
about his "accident", that in fact he was net present in the car when it ri off the 
oridge. 

Jack Olsen, having reached the same conclusion, now was confronted ae a 
problem he was unable to master..1f Kennedy wasii’t in the car when it dropped into the 
water, how on earth did it get there in the first place? There had to be some explana- 
tion, sure enough, but the one Olsen camup wit: is not only absurd, but it has also 
been complete ay disproved by the Inquest. 

At first, Olsen postulates quite seisibly: “One can accept a given framework 
of information and try to arrange the available facts to fit into it, or one can hypothe- 
size an entirely different set of conclusions aid see if the available information corre- 
lates. In the case of the affair at Chappaquidd .ck, the tendency was to accept Kennedy's 
framework and tuck all the facts inside, even trough the story seemed to be no more lo- 
gical than AL Noe "sg wildest adventures through tie looking glass. But wiat other explana- 
tion could there be? What other hypothesis couli be made?" 

Now, here is the situation Olsmenvisions: Kennedy, driving late at night on 
a lonely road with a rett woman who is .t his wife, “tis a chance encounter with 
a local Sepa y sheriff, : Gieietopker F, Look Jr.* He has done nothing illegal, but tue 
appearances are against hin. davies for a brief moment steered his car into a private 
road, he sees that the cop - still some distanc> away ~ stops his car and gets out to 
investigate. That would mean producing papers, identifying himself and his ae ? 
and “yaral cops could be nasty.” So, believing is reputation at stake, Kennedy gets 
panicky, jumps out of the car "between the high walls of underbrish on either side” 
and tells Mary Jo to take the wheel and “to circle back and pick him up in a few minutes 
if the police: man did not give chase" {he didn't). The girl is agreeable, of course, for 
"the prospect of being interrogated in the car with the senator" does not appeal to her 

either, And then, Olsen goes on to write: (40 be contimuec) 

® This matter is ciscussed in detail in the fo! LowLng chapter, 
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The new book by Joachim Joesten TRILOGY OF MURDER 
An analysis and interpretation of the John F, Kennedy, Robert Kemnedy and Dr. Martin 

Luther King assassinatious. - Copyright by J.Joesten, 1968-70. 

Tae Frameup of James Earl Ray (etd, from Vol. II{,i0.4) 

Foreman closely toes the line the CIA, the SBI, the warren Commission and all the 

other rogues guilty of plotting the assassination of tie President, or of deliberately 

covering up for it, have been peddling from the start, beginning with Oswald and come 

tinuing with Ray and finally Sirhan in order to make up for the conspicuous lack of © 

genuine motivation in all these cases: 

"why did they kill? They each watited the world to hear of them. They wanted credit. 

Top billing. Headlines. Frent-page pictures. A yyeline. Self-realization. a shortcut 

to fame. To exercise the eyo. To them, notoriety and fame are synonymous. what other 

men study, plan and struggle a lifetime to achieve, these killers thougnt they could 

win with lead." 

It would be difficult to imagine a more brital way of slapping the truth in the 

face, Kicking it, trampling upon it, and raping it than such a statement. Coming from 

aman who is widely rated as one of america’s mist prominent lawyers, such violence 

to the truth and the evidence is a sickening ep2ctacle. 

Oswald, far from seeking any kind of publisity, wae the most furtive of secret 

agents and also one of the most modest. He perf srmed throughout his snort adult life 

exactly as he was told by his bosses in the CIA amd the FBI, seeking no credit, no 

self-realization and no fame, contenting himsel! with the low pay customary among the 

lowest echelons of intelligence. He was flabberzasted by the spurious charges the 

Dallas authorities hurled at him according to a diabolical plan prearranged with the 

real plotters and he never admitted one iota of guiit. Had he really been bent on noto=- 

riety, Oswald could certainly have gotten all re wanted. All he nad to do was to com 

fess, boast about nis world=-shattering action, »rociaim iimsel? a hero of toils or that 

cause and defy his judgea (for in that case, he would have had a trial). Oh sure, Os- 

wald bad all the notoriety in the world cut out for bins all he nad to do was to grab 

it, But he didn’t do it, because he was not guilty, because he didn't even have the 

faintest idea what the game was. all Oswald wanted was justice and his constitutional 

rights, because he believed jn america until THiY put hie down with lead. 

Ray, ae the record shows, also deried stremucusly, after ne had been captured 

in London, that he was the killer of Dr. King. For a brief moment in court he knuckled 

under to the preseure that was being exerted or him from all sides with everybody, 

even: his own lawyer, telling him he would be ssutenced to death if he didn’t plead 

guilty, The moment the pressure was off, he ayein proclaimec bis innocence. The credit, 

the top billing, the headlines, the juicy contzacts and the fat voyalities all went 

to duie, Hanes and Foreman. Hay never planned it that way. He was the perpetual loser, 

tha convict assured of a lifetime in prigom, All he wanted was his freedom and enough 

cash io allow him to get lost somewhere in this big world. So he accepted a minor 

part in some shady goings-on which he didn®t even understand and wound up, like Os- 

wald, 2 little rat trapped by the fattest cats in the land. 

and Sirhan? «weil, ne was just a fired killer, one of several euployed by the 

Cla to do away with Hobert nemnedy, wits no neTostrx tic ambi tLOns as Donen peat ee 
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